In order to conquer the localization of the multi-layered feed forward neural networks, this paper presents a kind of neuron models utilizing information of local samples-the UILS neuron model, including an adaptive neuron model and a self-organization neuron model. Differing from traditional models, it fully employs the experience samples information within the local range and well embodies the association and analogy functions of cerebrum. Through investigating the properties of UILS and learning algorithm, we build a method based on the neuron model for forecasting the management state of enterprise according to the economic and technology indexes. It is verified that using the UILS model, expert experiences can be well expressed in the forecasting results.
Introduction
It is the premise and guarantee for scientific decision to make exact and rational forecasting of the states of management in enterprise [1] - [3] . However, most of already existed forecasting methods, with adopting direct extrapolation, exponential smoothing, and regression analysis and so on, are difficult in dealing with high nonlinear system. Moreover, these methods lay particular stress on qualitative indexes but neglect quantitative indexes, which cause insufficient use of information.
It offers a new approach to solve above questions that utilizing Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for expressing and getting knowledge [2] - [3] . The basic method is summing up the typical samples according to the experiential knowledge of experts, based on which constructing ANN to get the interior expression of the knowledge by training. Essentially, the neural networks simulate the expert experiences through learning to solve the uncertain questions in the knowledge representation. Now, common multi-layered feed forward neural networks (FNN) storage the knowledge on the weight values, which' obtain rely on the training of whole samples. In fact, it is a neural network with global property that the corresponding output of the input comes impliedly down to whole samples information. This character possibly weakens the effect of the application of FNN in some complex domains [4] .
In order to conquer the localization, literature [4] - [5] put forward a kind of neuron model Utilizing Information of Local Samples. Compared with other neuron models and networks, this neuron model has such characters as follows:
• Taking full advantage of the information of experience samples and using that directly on the output of neuron model; • Having the local property, which means that the output of neuron model are the weighting sum of experience samples output in local range;
• Having a simple structure and a rapid learning speed. This neuron model had been applied successfully in lateral prediction for reservoir parameters of the explanation for oil seismic data [4] and in rotary machine fault diagnosis [6] Based on the literature [4] - [6] , this paper generalizes the UILS neuron model, which makes the characters more stand out and the functions more perfect. We study its properties and learning algorithms, then build a method based on the neuron model for forecasting the management state of enterprise and give an example.
Adaptive UILS neuron model
The Adaptive UILS neuron model store the experience samples which reflect expert experiences as the standard patterns of input-output-pair. When the neuron receives input information, its inner calculation function collates the information with the experience samples then produce corresponding output information. This process is the embodiment of the cerebral association and analogy functions.
The structure of the model is shown in fig.1 . It realizes the mapping from R n to R, which includes an 
The structure of the adaptive UILS neuron model.
The calculation process from the input x to the output y of the model is described by such expressions as follows: (4)). The characters are as follows: 
Then we get the basic UILS neuron model in literature [4] - [5] , which has inferior adaptive capability due to the less adaptive parameters.
The monolayer feed forward constituted by l AUILS neuron models can realize the mapping from n R to l R .
Properties of UILS neuron model
When the model parameters confirmed, the relationship that mapping from 
Only when the input F x ∈ , the experience sample set acts on its output y and the input is an effective one. 
Gradient formula for learning parameters
The 
Self-organization UILS neural network model
Because the model's parameters, gotten by learning algorithm, reflect system's overall properties that involved in whole experience samples, large amounts of samples are bound to bring out difficulties to neuron learning. Furthermore, excessive samples are not necessary for neurons themselves. Considering the local property of UILS neuron model in input space, in the case of larger amounts of samples, according to the distribution of samples in the input space, we can use the cluster rules to divide the whole input space into many subsets and each subset has appropriate number of samples. In each subset, we use an UILS neuron model, and then all neurons constitute the network system in the entire input space called self-organization UILS neural network illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
And the output of entire network is
For each input x, there is only one active neuron.
The parameters of neurons are gained by supervised learning, but the weight i w is gotten by non-supervised learning, so this neural network is selforganizing.
Different cluster algorithm can form different selforganization network model.
The method for forecasting management state of enterprise
We apply UILS model to forecasting the states of management in enterprise because of its particular capability in information disposal. The key of forecasting is to build the function relationship between the states of economic technology and management in enterprise. The process is explained as follows: (1 Table 2 : The partial forecasting results.
Conclusions
The method for forecasting management state of enterprise based on UILS model possesses several characters as follows:
(1) Set the expert experience as knowledge which are utilized and stored directly.
(2) Efficiently combine the expert experiences to form new knowledge. (3) The forecasting process simulates the associative and analogical function of the human brain, which is intelligent. The examples indicate that the UILS neuron model, with fast learning and strong adaptability, can extract rules from history data and refresh the rules with samples' increasing and changing, which provides a new method and tool for forecasting the states of management in enterprise.
